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REPORT & AGREED ACTIVITIES

CECEP
Meetings in Stockholm – 24th March, 2015
GENERAL
• Delegation of 7 managers from CECEP, led by Mr. Lí Jie – Vice-General Manager.
• Mr. Li is in charge of international cooperation, marketing and R&D.
• CECEP is a key actor in transforming the Chinese energy sector to become more
efficient and sustainable. CECEP has a highly active role in this process providing
regions and municipalities with competence, financing, best practice and technologies
• CECEP has some 40 000 employees and ¥100 billion in total assets, ¥50 billion revenue
and ¥5 billion profit and aims to save 12 million tons of carbon emissions annually.
• According to information from some of my contacts in DK, CECEP is intensively courted by
the Danish district energy sector (e.g. DBDH and Danfoss). They will meet with Danfoss
next week, and before that go to Iceland for various high level political meetings. They
have been invited to dinner with the President of Iceland.
PURPOSE OF VISIT & KEY AREAS OF INTEREST FOR CECEP
• The purpose of the visit was to find opportunities of cooperation in the levels of
projects, technical know how, and investment possibility.
• It became clear that CECEP is primarily interested in identifying partners leading
Scandinavian suppliers of technologies and competence in the area of W2E DE&C
• My presentation of CHP and W2E technologies and operations resulted in many
questions. In particular:
• They would be very interested in visiting Öresundskraft and the FILBORNA
plant. What has been achieved in Helsingborg would be a perfect model
for China’s ambitions in the field.
• Surprisingly they are more interested in small and medium sized W2E
solutions. Ideal 50-200 ktns of waste annually
• We got many questions related to which technology consultants and
suppliers we would recommend in Scandinavia.
• The political aspects of District Energy are clearly in focus, in particular
when it comes to energy security. Peter Dahl’s presentation of the history
of DH in Sweden was highly appreciated, in particular the fact that DH was
a key part of Sweden’s total defence doctrine during the period 1950-1980.
• CECEP would be interested in inviting a delegation of technology consultants and
suppliers to China, and to organize introduction meetings and workshops with
potential customers and partners in China.
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AGREED ACTIVITIES
We agreed on the following activities at the meeting.
Activity

Who

Timing

Provide more detailed information on W2E/ DE&C in Sweden to CECEP
• W2E units in Sweden – technologies used, suppliers
• Major Technology consultants in SE
• Listing of best available technology suppliers
• Identify interest to provide competence and training in China, in
particular in the fields of design, operations and maintenance
• Evaluate interest among Swedish suppliers to join a W2E/DE&C
delegation to China

PA
(Enclosed to this
report)

March

Competence/ Technology delegation to China
• Evaluate interest among Swedish suppliers to join a W2E/DE&C
delegation to China
• In co-operation with CECEP define scope, program and dates for a
delegation visit to China
• The meetings with FORTUM and VÄRMEK were highly appreciated – it
was stressed that CECEP would very much welcome their participation
in meetings in China

PA to follow up on
interest among
SWEHEAT and
other stake holders

April

Invite CECEP to a new study visit to Sweden, including
• Visit to Helsingborg/ÖKAB for meetings with management and
politicians + study visit to the FILBORNA plant
• Meetings with technology/ competence suppliers to ÖKAB/ FILBORNA
• Meetings with potential partners for JVs in China (e.g. FORTUM)
• Study visits to selected suppliers
• Meetings with politicians and financing institutions on national level.

THANK YOU!
I would like to express my gratitude to Peter Dahl at VÄRMEK and Niklas Eriksson at FORTUM
for making themselves available on such short notice, and to make some very professional and
highly appreciated presentations to the delegation.
Thank you also to Patrik Holmström at Svensk Fjärrvärme for your support in providing
contacts for organizing potential study visits to Söderenergi and Mälarenergi. We didn’t make
use of these contact this time, but they will certainly become very useful in the future.
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MARKET DATA
For more information on
operational performance
and technologies applied
– pls contact HEATNET

FACTS

W2E units in Sweden - 2014

Location

Unit

Avesta

Källhagsverket

Boden

Bodens Värmeverk

Bollnäs

Säverstaverket

Borlänge
Borås
Eda

Waste
(ktns/year)

Energy output (GWh/year)
Heat
Electricity

60

185

0

100

255

28

55

122

27

Bäckelund

84

198

37

Ryaverket

117

232

52

Åmotsfors

70

155

20

50

98

14

29

74

0

Eksjö
Finspång

FTV

Göteborg

Sävenäs

542

1470

273

Halmstad

Kristinehed

188

635

69

Helsingborg

Filborna

200

Hässleholm

Beleverket

48

114

10

Jönköping

Torsvik

152

404

88

Karlskoga

Karlskoga

96

355

31

Karlstad

Heden

54

150

0

Kil

Kil

14

39

0

Kiruna

Kiruna

70

162

30

Kumla

SAKAB

158

255

61

Köping

Norsa

29

72

0

Lidköping

PC Filen

99

288

16

Linköping

Gärstaverken

420

1070

112

58

132

14

Gärstaverken II
Ljungby

Ljungby

Malmö

Sysav

550

1388

247

Mora

Mora

22

60

0

Norrköping

Handelöverket

301

790

125

Skövde

Värmekällan

61

170

10

Stockholm

Högdalen

740

1836

197

Sundsvall

Korsta

192

477

61

Uddevalla

Lillesjö

105

213

61

Umeå

Dåva

167

365

86

Uppsala

Uppsala

365

1135

31

Västervik

Stegeholm

48

122

0

Västerås

Västerås
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CECEP
China Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Group (CECEP) is a state-owned
company As the name suggests their business is in the filed of energy, with scope from investment
to operation of energy systems including heating, cooling and clean energy utilization. The
company has over 300 subsidiaries and 40 000 employees in China. CECEP's district energy supply
covers about 100 million square meters in China, and in 2014 they invested tome USD 200 million
in DE. The business achievements and the governmental background made them one of the main
players as energy investors in China. By 2015, CECEP plans to reach ¥100 billion in total assets, ¥50
billion revenue and ¥5 billion profit and aims to save 12 million tons of carbon emissions annually.
(for more detailed information - http://www.theclimategroup.org/who-we-are/our-members/cecep-china-energy-conservationand-environmental-protection-group)

VISIT TO SWEDEN – 22-25th March, 2015
The 7-person delegation of CECEP, led by their vice president Mr. LI Jie, will stay in Stockholm on
23/3 and 24/3. Mr. Li is in charge of international cooperation, marketing and R&D. The purpose of
the visiting is to find opportunities of cooperation in the levels of projects, technical know how,
and investment possibility.
LIST OF DELEGATES
Name

Title

LI Jie

Vice-General Manager, CECEP

FENG Haichen

General Manager,
CECEP-Building Energy Conservation

ZHAO
Yunan

Assistant General Manager,
CECEP-Building Energy Conservation

YUE
Jinsong

General Manager,
CECEP-City Energy Conservation

LI
Qiang

General Manager,
CECEP-Building Energy

DU Yuji

Dean,CECEP-City Energy Conservation R&D Institute

ZHU
Mengqiu

Director of International Affairs,
CECEP-Building Energy Conservation
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SWEHEAT
Sweden is a pioneer in the evolution of sustainable energy solutions. No wonder. With winter
cold dropping to -35˚C and summer heat peaking at more than +30˚C, an agreeable indoor
temperature is essential.
During the last decades, Sweden has achieved substantial reductions of CO2-emissions, while
maintaining high and sustainable economic growth. The main explanation is found in the
nationwide expansion of efficient district heating and cooling derived from non-fossil energy
sources. Today, more than 60 % of all Swedish homes and commercial buildings are heated
by district heating and the Swedish model is being implemented successfully in countries all
over the world.

Sweheat & Cooling – The Swedish Council for District Heating & Cooling – was established in
1993. Ever since, our member companies have been instrumental in the global evolution of
efficient and sustainable district heating and cooling infrastructure. Our basic mission:
Holding their products, services and experience readily available to planners, decisionmakers, consultants and constructors world wide.
Please contact us to find out what Swedish spearhead technology can do for you.

www.sweheat.com
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INTRODUCTION

DISTRICT ENERGY PARTNERS

JANUARY 2015

HEATNET - Europe
Accessing the District Energy and Waste-to-Energy
Markets in Europe and beyond
The Heat is On in the W2E and District Energy sectors. Having proven its case in Scandinavia –
commercially, financially and environmentally – it is now attracting the interest from a
long range of stakeholders in Central and Southern Europe. W2E and District Energy are no longer
theoretical concepts being studied and advocated by politicians, energy experts and
environmentalists. Pipes are in the ground, and sub-stations connected. Experiences are being
accumulated. And they are positive. Energy customers, politicians, operators, investors, media,
environmentalists all agree. W2E and District Energy is here to stay. And to grow. Driven by end user
convenience, political demands for energy efficiency and security, public concerns for the
environment, and unexplored commercial opportunities.

There is No Time to Waste for those who want to establish a position in the emerging W2E and
District Energy markets. Now is the time to enter the market, and to find the answers to
all the key questions for anyone involved in sales
• What do the new markets look like in practice – volumes, driving forces, trends?
• Where is the market – which are the companies behind the macro statistics?
• Who are individuals to approach – how to access the key decision makers?
• What do they really need – how can my products and services match these needs?
• With whom should I establish partnerships to build a long term market position?

HEATNET is a pan-European network connecting best-in-class
stakeholders and decision makers which are critical for the
development of Waste-to-Energy and District Energy solutions. For
this reason we have established a web involving a multitude of key
individuals, companies, investors and institutions throughout
Europe. Partners to HEATNET are all carefully selected and
customers are thereby offered easy access to the most relevant
industry partners in the European District Energy Industry.
The overall objectives of HEATNET is to speed up
the decision making, development and
implementation of W2E/DE by facilitating
• Networking and partnering
• Access to best available Technologies
• Reduction of sales and procurement costs
• Resource and competence pool
• Access to capital
• Political co-ordination and exchange
• Standardisation
• Reducing risks and increasing ROI
• Providing management support services

250 Partners – 20 Markets

HEATNET EUROPE - HEADOFFICE

HEATNET UK

HEATNET AB
Stockholm Waterfront Building
Peter Anderberg
pa@heatnet.se
+46 70 56 111 99
www.heatnet.se

HEATNET UK Ltd
Michael King
mk@heatnet.se
+44 7966 238 566
www.heatnet.se

Business is Always Human to Human
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